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THE BATU MOUNTAINS OF THE BALE 
PLATEAU, ETHIOPIA 

BY HELMER SMEDS 

In ignorance of the widespread travels and writings of Finnish 
geographers, I had not expected to find in Helsinki anyone who 
had visited Ethiopia. It was a pleasant surprise to meet among 
others Professor Helmer Smeds, Professor of Geography at the 
University of Helsinki, who had not only paid two visits to Ethiopia, 
but explored the Batu range, which I erroneously described in A.J. 
61 ·347 as not having been visited by Europeans. 

Professor Smeds had already recorded this expedition in Swedish 
and Finnish and has now written especially for the Alpine Journal 
the article that follows. D. L. BusK. 

s STRESSED by Douglas Busk in two recent papers1 the Batu 
Mountains of South/Central Ethiopia, although exceeded in 
elevation only by the highest peaks of the Simien highlands, are 

the least known in the whole country, hardly touched by the expeditions 
of scientists and explorers, and still more neglected by ordinary 

• mountaineers. 
The explorers were far more interested in solving hydrographic 

riddles than in mountain research. All the great expeditions to this 
part of Africa followed watercourses, mainly those of the W ebi Shebeli 
and Juba and their tributaries. They touched the slopes of the high
land, like Bottego's expedition in 1892-3, Donaldson Smith's in 1894- 5, 
Carlo von Erlangers in 1900-1 and the great expedition of the Duke of 
the Abruzzi in 19302 ; but only one expedition, that of du Bourg de 
Bozas in 1901-2 reached the main centre of the highlands, Goba, and 
made an attempt to climb the Batu Mountains following a course due 
south from Goba and descending to the south-east following the valley 
of Ira (Rira ?). a 

In March 1954 the Finnish-Scandinavian Geographical Expedition 
to Ethiopia under my direction climbed in the Batu Mountains, 
reaching the top of a peak which I at that time considered to be the 

1 Mountain World (English Edition), 1955, pp. 213-22, A.J. 61. 344-7. 
2 Vittorio Bottego: Il Giuba esplorato, Roma (Loescher), 1895; Donaldson 

Smith: Through unknown African Countries, London and New York (Edw. 
Arnold), I 897; Carlo Freiherr von Erlanger: ' Bericht iiber m eine Expedition 
in Nordost-Afrika in den Jahren I899-190I,' Z eitschrift der Gesellschaft fur 
Erdkunde zu Berlin, I 904; and S. A. R. il Duca degli Abruzzi: L' esploraz ione 
dell'Uabi-Uebi Scebeli, Milano (Mondadori), 1931. 

3 Mission scientifique Du Bourg de Bozas. De la Mer Rouge a travers 
l'Afrique Tropicale (Octobre 1900-Mai 1903), Paris (Dudeval), 1906. 
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highest. In October 1957 I made a new attempt following a course up 
the Shafa valley west of Goba, and reached the crest of Amargara, 
3,982 m. From this point five higher peaks could be discerned reaching 
well above 4,ooo m., one in the east being the peak climbed in March 
1954. Owing to flooded rivers I was however compelled to return to 
Goba. In January 1958 I finally made a journey across the whole 
plateau from Goba southwards crossing the Rira in its upper course 
and reaching Masno (Masslo on the map) airfield after a three-day 
journey through a continuous forest a trip with which the present 
paper is mainly concerned. 

In March 1958 I climbed the western part of the plateau in company 
with Dr. John Eriksson (from Eskilstuna, Sweden) and his wife, passing 
between the peaks Gobicho and Somacaru south of Doddola, and 
exploring an extensive bamboo forest on the southern slope of the 
plateau down to the 2,500 m. level. It is worth while mentioning that 
this forest has been neglected in a recent, very expert vegetation map 
of Ethiopia,4 a sure token that the Bale plateau is in every respect terra 
incognita. It should however be added that the Danish Missionary in 
Doddola, Mr. Truels Christensen, about one year earlier undertook a 
more extensive journey across the highlands via the town of Worga to 
a place called Hamme at the Sidamo frontier. He has written an 
account of his journey to a Danish daily paper, a fascinating report as 
read by us in the original manuscript in Doddola. 

The crossing of the Bale Plateau from Goba to Masno, from January 
8 to January 12, 1958, is the topic of the present paper. Before 
describing the itinerary, I should put down some notes on the Bale 
highlands and the different ways of approaching and climbing them. 

Bale is politically the westernmost sub-province of Harrar Province 
and geographically a lava-clad high plateau south of the Webi Shebeli, 
which separates Bale from the Kakka-Chilalo highlands of Arussi, both 
being parts of the Somali Plateau, separated from the Ethiopian High
lands proper by the Rift Valley lowlands. The lava sheets are laid 
down on sedimentary rocks, sandstones and limestones, exposed in the 
Webi Shebeli valley, from which the heathen Gallas extract stones for 
their somewhat peculiar tombs.5 

To climb the plateau one has to reach one of the centres, Doddola or 
Goba, where advice and aid are offered by the two mission stations; 
in Doddola, Danish, and in Goba, one belonging to the big Sudan 
Interior Mission Society. Goba can be reached by air from Addis 

' Rodolfo E. G. Pichi-Sermolli: 'Una carta geobotanica dell' Africa Orientale 
(Eritrea, Etiopia, Somalia) ', Webbia, XIII, Firenze (Istituto Botanico 
dell' Universita), 1957. 

6 See, e.g., the illustration in Douglas Busk: The Fountain of the Sun, London, 
Max Parish, I 949. 
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Ababa in one hour; Doddola by car the last stretch from Shashamanni 
on the Rift Valley-road is passable by Land-Rover, jeep or truck in two 
days. From Doddola to Go ha a third day is needed if travelling by car. 
A further possibility, not tried by me, is to start the climbing from 
Adaba, a new airfield on the W ebi Shebeli plain east of Doddola, 
opened for traffic in the dry season 1957-8. Here, also, a brand new 
station of the S.I.M. has been opened, and necessary preparations can 
thus be made beforehand as easily as if starting from Doddola or Goba. 
For a traveller wanting to bring with him heavy and bulky equipment 
the car road can be recommended; for one satisfied with lighter equip
ment and more restricted for time the air route is preferable. It should 
be mentioned that the Ethiopian Airlines freight aircraft, though not 
very comfortable, are cheap. The round trip Addis Ababa to Gob a costs 
Eth. $59, or something like £8, and the excess weight only 20 kg. 
are carried free of cost is the usual 1· per cent, i.e. 59 Eth. cents per kg. 

From the point of view of closeness to the higher crests, Goba and 
Adaba are more favourably situated than Doddola. From the point 
of view of elevation Goba, at about 2,650 m., is preferable, whereas 
Doddola is at about 2,500 m. and Adaba at about 2,350 m. It may be 
of a certain importance to accommodate oneself to the low air pressure 
at higher levels before starting the trip. Moreover, if one proceeds to 
Goba by car one has to cross the north-eastern promontory of the Bale 
highlands between Adaba and Goba, and one thus becomes acquainted 
both with the air pressure and the terrain. The water-shed crossed 
lies here well above 3,500 m. 

Be~ore starting from Addis Ababa it is essential to procure a recom
mendation, or even two, from officials in the capital to their subordin
ates in Goba (or Doddola or Adaba), one for the civil government 
officials and another for the police authorities of the district or sub
province. It is advisable to present these papers immediately after 
arrival, to avoid unnecessary suspicion likely to be aroused by the visit 
of a stranger to an isolated Ethiopian town. A foreigner, properly 
vouched for, can ask his Embassy in Addis Ababa to assist in procuring 
these essential papers. 

It is equally important to make a visit to the Sudan Interior Mission 
headquarters in the Ethiopian capital, in order to obtain information 
about the most suitable time for the staff of the station selected as 
starting point to accommodate visitors and aid in preparing the journey. 
It is wise to make the necessary preparations for the journey, including 
the hiring of pack and riding animals and guides, through a letter to the 
Mission station ·beforehand. To leave these details until arrival will 
mean a great delay in time and very likely much higher prices; all the 
peoples of Ethiopia are expert bargainers, and very eager to take 
advantage of a traveller who is pressed for time. 
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Horses, mules and donkeys can be provided at all three stations. 
The inhabitants of Bale are horse breeders and the supply of these is 
therefore ample. Mules are brought in from distant Salale, one of the 
main mule breeding centres of Ethiopia, and for this reason scarce and 
expensive. Donkeys are found everywhere for a very reasonable price. 
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As a riding animal in the mountains the mule is preferable to the horse, 
but owing to the generally gentle slopes the latter can also be used 
during a trip to the Bale highlands. The hire of a horse is about I to 
2 Eth. $6 per day depending on the length of the journey, whereas a 
mule costs about 5 dollars a day, and a well-trained riding mule at 

6 7 Eth. $ = £I. 
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least 10 dollars a day, if one can in fact be obtained. Donkeys are in 
general half the price of a horse. It is advisable to bring some reserve 
animals to provide against possible accidents and because of the 
necessity to give the animals some days of rest after hard going. 

On the road the traveller is left to his guide or guides and his compass 
-the maps in such unexplored regions being highly unreliable in detail 
and of little use. The small-scale maps of Ethiopia the largest ones 
available are I : soo,ooo are naturally not very suitable for slow trips 
by horse or on foot. As for the unreliability, it can be said without 
much exaggeration that the mountain sought for is located in another 
place, bears another name and is situated at a different height from that 
indicated on the map. Quite often the name on the map signifies just 
' mountain', ' lake ' or ' river ' in the local idiom, and the ignorant 
traveller asking for the way to the mountain, lake or river in question 
will be shown to quite a lot of places carrying this name. As for the 
Batu Mountains, however, the name is a real one. The difficulty is 
that there are two Batus, both named after a legendary Galla chief of 
the Bale highlands, one north of the Shafa_river called Batu Bulla, and 
one south of the river far away. Misspelling of names is con1mon. 
Thus the map as well as E.A.L. timetables gives Maslo for the airfield 
south of Bale, the real name being Masno and the real position far to 
the west of that marked on the map. 

The Bale highlands like most of the highlands in Ethiopia are a 
plateau, a level surface with some occasional not very high peaks, rising 
mostly only 50 to 100 m., at the utmost zoo m., above the plateau 
surface. They are easy to climb. No alpine equipment is needed such 
as axes and ropes and nailed boots. By careful choice of route the 
peaks can generally be climbed without even using the hands. All the 
same, the steady ascent from say about 2,400 m. to 3,500 m. or 4,ooo m. 
in half a day can be exhausting. The climber is however richly re
warded when reaching the top of the plateau escarpment, especially the 
one overlooking Doddola, which provides an impressive view of the 
Webi plain with the mighty cupola of Mt. Kakka in the background to 
the north. 

It is cold on the upper levels of the highlands and the traveller is 
likely to meet some bleak weather. Both on the trip from Goba in 
January and on that from Doddola in March the author went through 
hailstorms, but neither lasted more than half an hour. It is advisable 
to bring down a sleeping bag and woollen blankets. The temperature 
regularly drops to around freezing every night. Also at least a double 
outfit of woollen stockings should be part of the equipment, as well as 
woollen vests and a windjacket of the anorak type. As for tents, the 
usual tropical kind with a big sun-fly of thin cloth should not be used. 
The author used a Swedish tent of solid waterproof cloth, dimensions 
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(floor) 220 by 240 cm. Still better would be a Finnish tent of the 
circular kind with flexible bamboo poles that I have carried on other 
trips. It is somewhat smaller, diameter 200 cm., but lighter and yet 
solid and waterproof, and can be pitched without the aid of tent-pegs 
by a single man in a few minutes. 

The best time for climbing the Bale plateau is toward the end of the 
dry season, i.e. February to March. The rainy season continues longer 
at the upper levels and the bigger mountain streams will still be hard 
to ford in January. Even in February and March there will be some 
occasional rains, and at least precipitation in the form of hoar-frost or 
dew in the mornings. At no time of the year is there a shortage of 
water in the Bale highlands and as the region is almost uninhabited one 
does not have the troublesome daily task of boiling water as in other 
regions of Tropical Africa. 

My trip across the Bale highlands took place from January 8 to I 3, 
1958. I was able to start my journey (rom Goba in the company of 
three S.I.M. missionaries at 1.10 p.m. on the day of my arrival at Goba 
by air from Addis. It is, however, wiser to start the climb in the early 
morning after passing one night at Goba and it is better, too, to have 
more time available for the trip than the author, who had to be in time 
on the airfield in Masno (visited only once a week by the E.A.L. a 
fact the guides used to their advantage by hurrying our journey down
wards from the cold and windy high plateau on the pretext that we 
otherwise might miss the aeroplane at Masno ). The best arrangement 
would be to stay on the plateau for several days making trips eastwards 
and westwards over its whole extent and hiring guides from Rira on 
the southern slope, sending the main part of the men from Goba home. 
It is a common experience throughout Ethiopia that men from the 
settled regions dislike staying overnight in uninhabited places, be they 
lowland or highland. 

The landscape around Goba is well cultivated and densely settled. 
In the somewhat exaggerated opinion of Viscount du Bourg de Bozas 
arriving from the dry, sunburned lowlands of the east on a late afternoon 
in November 1901, the rich region of Goba gives the aspect of a 
European country: herds of cattle, goats and sheep browse in luxuriant 
pastures, everywhere freshly cultivated fields, numerous villages often 
hidden behind giant euphorbias,7 everywhere signs of a hard-working 
people. This impression is however restricted to the oasis of Goba 
inhabited by Amhara farmers. 

Already after 1! hours' slow climbing, approaching a level of about 
2,8oo m. our small expedition entered the mountain forest, composed 

7 The Euphorbia hedges around the fields are still today a peculiarity of the 
Goba landscape, elsewhere found only in Sidamo and on the west side of the 
Rift Valley. 
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mainly of' cedar' (Juniperus procera) with interspersed kosso (Hagenia 
abyssinica) and garamba (Hypericum lanceolatum). There are, however, 
large clearings of pasture meadows in the forest cover, and a few huts 
with their typical corrals of thorn branches for the cattle but no crops 
whatsoever. This is the country of the cattle-rearing Gallas, the 
aboriginal population of Bale. 

At about 3,100 m. some bushes typical of the higher levels appear: 
a thin, slender up to 3 m. high Crotalar£a sp. of the leguminous family 
with big orange-coloured flowers, called shashamanni by the Gallas, and 
the shorter, but dense foliated and robust Senecio myr£ocephalus, with 
its cluster of yellow flowers. On the whole this forest on the northern 
slope of Bale is one of the most luxuriant I have seen in Ethiopia at high 
levels: it holds true for the undergrowth with its multitude of flowering 
herbs, Swertia, Wahlenbergia, Stachys, Parochetus, etc., as well as for 
the timber. Nowhere in Ethiopia have I seen such giant Juniperus as 
above Doddola and Goba. 

At 3,300 m. the forest grows sparser and the first pillows of white
flowering immortelles (Hel£chrysum sp.) are met with. The trees grow 
shorter, and two typical species of the upper forest border become pre
dominant: yellow-flowering Hypericum lanceolatum and dark-leaved 
Erica arborea, the latter growing also on the upper side of the timber 
line as a bush. At 16.50 hours, after 3! hours' ascent, the timber 
line was reached at an elevation of 3,450 m., one of the highest in 
Ethiopia. 

From here down to Rira on the southern slope the open, treeless 
plateau is uninhabited, but nevertheless visited temporarily by cow 
herds, driving up cattle either each day, or especially during the dry 
season, when the grass on the lower slopes dries for longer periods, 
up to 3 months. In the latter case simple huts of split bamboo are 
erected for the transhumants. At W orkuna, farther west, a place 
visited by me in October 1957, there is quite a village of these temporary 
shelters, some erected by transhumants from Rira, some by transhum
ants from Socho on the northern slope, the latter ones having the 
practice of driving their cattle, sheep, goats, donkeys and horses to a 
mineral spring, W orkuna Hora, every second month and staying over
night in the huts. It is a strange view with an almost biblical aspect
large herds with their shouting drivers and barking dogs penetrating 
the stony desert around the Hora. On the occasion of our ascent on 
that cloudy afternoon we indeed saw a couple of herds' huts, empty at 
this time, but luckily enough not deserted by the francolin that cling 
to this type of terrain, the big, fat mountain kind, giving us a later 
highly needed supply of delicious meat. At half-past six a cold, 
drizzling rain started and we hurriedly pitched our camp on the lee side 
of a small gravelly hill covered by a dense carpet of silvery Alchemilla 
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haumanni, the typical high mountain shrub of East Africa. The alti
meter showed 3, I 7 5 m. 

In the morning the ground was covered with hoar-frost, and we had 
to break the thin ice on a water pool in the vicinity to get water for our 
tea. The cloud cover soon disappeared as we started the march, this 
time almost due west, to gain the road to Rira from the Shaja valley 
(Workuna). It was a sheer delight to proceed in the bright morning 
sun, walking over the level plateau and looking for tiny alpine herbs 
in the sward to put in the plant press. We soon met with a valley eroded 
by a tiny tributary of the Shaja river, named Tokona, a strangely deep 
valley despite the smallness of the brook flowing at its bottom. Like 
a lot of other valleys penetrating the Batu massif it had been hollowed 
out by streaming ice during the pluvial time, corresponding to the last 
glaciation in Europe, and it thus showed clear signs of glacial erosion. 
When we at last crossed the brook, close to I I o'clock, we had ascended 
to 3,635 m. At twelve o'clock a shallow basin was reached with 
bubbling mineral water in water holes for cattle, encircled by stone walls, 
at an elevation of 3,935 m. The sky had again become covered with 
low clouds, some rain had fallen in showers during our ascent to the 
mineral spring and as we paused at half-past noon at the watershed 
about 4, I oo m. the sky suddenly darkened. Before I reached the crest 
closest to our path a hailstorm burst out in an icy gale, which covered 
the ground with drifts of hailstones in a few minutes. When we 
reached what seemed to be the highest crest of Batu Bulla, farther west, 
the sun however came through again and shed its rays over a completely 
nordic scene, all over white with hailstones as far as the eye could reach. 
The altimeter showed 4,3 I 2 m. ; in several directions summits reaching 
the same or even greater heights could be seen. Due south was a 
two-hutnped rounded crest which we passed later after one hour's 
march. According to the angle measured from the crest of Batu Bulla 
this summit has an elevation of about 4,450 m.8 and can provisionally 
be considered to be the highest in the Batu massif. 

The hail cover did not last very long. Before I had returned to our 
men shaking with cold around their fire it had in fact disappeared. 
It was typical of this highest point on our trip that the ground over 
large patches was bare, a grey-yellovv fine-grained soil, interrupted only 
by occasional rosettes of pink-flowered Erigeron alpinum. On rock out
crops there was the usual multitude of small succulents, among them a 
tiny, not flowering Sedum sp. with violet leaves, which I knew from my 
first trip to Batu in 1954. After some plant collecting we proceeded 

8 Compared with something between 4,580 to 4,620 m. for Ras Dejen, the 
highest peak in the Semien massif in northern Ethiopia. Cf. for example, 
J osef W erdecker: ' Beobachtungen in den Hochlandern .i\thiopiens auf einer 
Forschungsreise 1953/54 ',in Erdkunde, 1955, p. 312. 
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on our journey, with diminishing hope of reaching the Rira village 
' 

before night, the missionary from Goba being eager to find out the 
possibilities for spreading the Gospel among the highland Gallas. A 
cold gale penetrating to bone and marrow kept on blowing for the rest 
of the day. The plateau was very level and very monotonous, covered 
in extensive patches by withered grass and by a carpet of a lovv yellow
flowered brush of the Compositae family, very probably new to science. 
The open plain was however not wholly lifeless. I do not think I have 
seen so many and such beautiful specimens of the red fox of the 
Ethiopian highlands ( Siemnia simensis citernii) as during those two 
hours of struggling forward against the wind. Usually they were seen 
in couples, carefully but not very anxiously watching the progress of 
our small expedition gracefully moving slender animals, in colour 
resembling the common red fox but much higher, not unlike grey
hounds. 

At half-past four a slow descent commenced. At 16.43 hours our 
path entered the bigger road from Workuna at an elevation of 3,86o m. 
From here on the descent became steeper and high bushes of Erica 
arborea appeared, up to 3 m. high, in which occasional bushbuck and 
reedbuck, scared by our approach, sought shelter. At 18.20 hours, on 
the valley bottom of a small river, a left-hand tributary of Rira, named 
Gussa, we were forced to pitch camp before an approaching rainstorm. 
The elevation was about 3,ooo m. and huts belonging to the Rira 
settlement could clearly be discerned on the opposite side of the valley. 
A bushbuck was shot in the twilight, and eaten raw by our men as is 
the habit of the highland Gallas. 

With the morning brightening after a rainy night, a fertile valley 
with big kosso trees opened to our view. The cloud cover however did 
not disappear, but hung over the mountain slopes the whole day. After 
two and a half hours' riding through a thin forest of the high mountain 
kind with clumps of mosses and lichens hanging from the branches, 
the encampment of the balager,9 the chief of Rira, was reached at an 
elevation of 2, 73 5 m. It consisted of five houses, of which one rect
angular structure was used for reception. The chief himself was away 
on a pilgrimage to Sheik Hussain's sepulchre, a holy shrine for all 
Muslims in Ethiopia, sad news for our missionary friend who expected 
to find pagans instead of Muslims in Rira. The chief's son, Kalil 
Chinkosso, however, received us well, offering a strong, but in accord
ance with the local habit, bitterly salted coffee to us in the reception 
hut. We were told that the cattle had been sent away to pastures in the 

9 Balager signifies in southern E thiopia local chief, corresponding broadly to 
shum or chiqa shum in northern and central Ethiopia. Literally it means 
' husband of the country ', and its other and perhaps more extensive meaning is 
simply ' countryman '. 

.. 
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mountain for the moment, and that the climate was so humid and foggy 
that only on very rare occasions did the inhabitants of Rira enjoy warm 
sunshine. The humidity however gave an excellent pasture throughout 
the year and the main food of the villagers was milk and meat. 

At noon our descent continued across a system of closely spaced lava 
ridges with huge boulders. As we descended, the forest grew thicker. 
At 2,5oo m. I saw the first groves of bamboos, strangely absent in this 
part of Bale compared with the western part of the highlands, where 
the bamboo forest covers tens of thousand of acres continuously. Our 
path slowly developed into a tunnel through the dense foliage, from 
which deviations became more and more difficult. At 2,350 m. the 
noise of rapidly flowing water was heard to our right and forcing my 
way through the dense undergrowth I got a glimpse of a deep valley 
with slopes covered by continuous bamboo forest. 

The deep forest interrupted only by small meadow openings was 
with us for two and a half days almost the whole distance down to 
Masno. The same dense and impenetrable forest had already been 
described by Viscount du Bourg de Bozas in 1901, 'a splendid vegeta
tion ' and a very fertile region ' suitable for all kind of crops ', but as 
uninhabited and unused fifty years ago as it is today. At that time 
nevertheless l~rge herds of elephant gave life to the forest scenery, 
whereas today, with the exception of lively guerezas (Colobus monkeys) 
in the tree canopies, the forest seems almost deserted by animal life, 
indeed uncannily silent. The human life, reported absent by du Bourg 
de Bozas, as a consequence of the ravaging rinder pest which devastated 
so many of Africa's cattle herds in the 189o's, has however returned to 
some extent, even if the small clearings and the small groups of huts 
are very sparsely interspersed in the forest cover. As for the lack of 
cultivation of the fertile soil the situation is just the same as in 1901. 

This big forest is of a type similar to the moist forests of the south
western part of the Ethiopian highlands. There are many signs of an 
excessive humidity. The kosso tree grows further down than observed 
elsewhere in Ethiopia by the author, i.e. down to an elevation of 2,1oom. 
The ensete banana is found growing wild in the forest at an eleva
tion of z,ooo m., and the slender stems with leaf rosettes and long 
spikelets of violet flowers of Lobelia giberroa are seen everywhere, 
growing to an unusual height, up to 10 to 12 m. The yellow pine of 
East Africa, Podocarpus gracilior, is found at astonishingly low levels, 
on the drier outer edge of the forest, from 1, 700 m. downwards, giant 
specimens, however, first at 1,6oo m. Big trees with plank-buttressed 
trunks are common, and the maze of hanging creepers, stems, roots, 
flowers, fruits, and draperies of leaves defies description. It happened 
twice during our march that the man riding before me had to throw 
himself off the saddle to avoid hanging coils of vines. At the sides of 
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the path grew, in places, big herbs of the Urticaceae family with burning 
hairs easily penetrating the trousers if one did not carefully guide the 
course of the horse, who strangely enough did not seem to avoid these 
venomous plants. 10 There was a permanent twilight in the green 
tunnel even on the rare occasions we had sunshine. .A.s a rule we rode 
under a clouded sky those two days, with heavy showers in the after
noon hours and strangely enough we were bitterly cold on the second 
day at an elevation of I, 6oo m. The Galla population of this forest 
does not resemble the Gallas of Rira: they are smaller, and individuals 
with yellowish skin and oblique eyes, often reported from the Borana 
area farther south, are quite common. They have cattle but no crops, 
except a little ensete. They are clever and cunning users of different 
products of the forest vegetation. 

On the third day, about midday, at an elevation of 1,360 m., the big 
forest ended almost suddenly, developing into the usual park savannah 
with low trees, herbs and grasses. And suddenly we also met a quite 
different type of settlement, considerable villages with grain crops. 
Very soon after that we reached the airfield, reported by our guides to 
be far away. The town of Masno however was about two hours away 
by mule. We were received in a friendly fashion by the Amhara 
governor of the town, when we called towards the evening to show our 
papers, and on the day of our departure he arrived in person at the air
field to offer us a splendid picnic in the Ethiopian fashion with hot 
spiced meat, teff pancakes and mead. Masno must be a loathsome place 
for an Amhara gentleman used to the amenities and delights of the 
Ethiopian capital. 

The air trip back to Goba gave us a bird's eye view of the big forest, 
and it must be confessed that even so it was mighty. Unfortunately 
the freight carrier took a long detour to the right, around the highlands 
of the Batu massif, and thus we did not have the opportunity of looking 
down upon the scene of our track over the desolate expanses of the high 
plateau from the air. 

10 Douglas Busk makes mention of the same appalling nettles as a nuisance 
for the traveller in mountain areas of East Africa, like Ruwenzori, in The Foun
tain of the Sun, p. I 67. 
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